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Abstract

Introduction
This protocol describes a detailed single cell microinjection technique to both attached and suspended
cells, including cultured primary cells, cell lines and protozoan. The procedure optimizes injection
parameters and performs serial preliminary control experiments to ensure least cellular stress and highest
delivery e�ciency. This procedure has been successfully applied to deliver exogenous proteins/cDNA
constructs/drugs into transfection-challenged cells. With the precisely controlled delivery dosage and
subcellular location, microinjection has been used in the studies of primary cultured cells, transgenic
animal production, in vitro fertilization and RNA inference. A single injection to one cell should be �nished
within 5 seconds.

Reagents
• Phosphate-buffered saline \(PBS) ▲ CRITICAL Use sterile PBS for all injection experiments. •
Paraformaldehyde 4% \(w/v) in PBS \! CAUTION Stored at 4 ºC. Paraformaldehyde is toxic to human.
Avoid contact and inhalation. • Sucrose 4% \(w/v) in PBS \! CAUTION Stored at 4 ºC. • Dextran Texas Red
\(DTR) \(molecular weight: 3000; lysine �xable; Molecular Probes, Cat No. D-3328) • Fast Green 0.1% \
(w/v) in PBS \(Sigma, Cat No. F7252) • Clarion mounting medium \(Sigma, Cat No. C0487) \! CAUTION
Stored at 4 ºC. • Terminal deoxynucleotidyl transferase-mediated biotinylated UTP nick end labeling \
(TUNEL) kit \(Roche, Cat No. 11684809910) • Triton X-100 0.1% \(w/v) in PBS \(Sigma, Cat No. X100) \!
CAUTION Stored at 4 ºC. • Sodium citrate 0.1% \(w/v) in PBS \(Sigma, Cat No. S1804) \! CAUTION Stored
at 4 ºC. **Reagent Setup** _Preparation of �uorescent marker dye DTR for microinjection_ DTR serves as
an injection marker, which is co-injected with the substance of interest. A 10x stock solution is made in
PBS and stored at 4 ºC. ▲ CRITICAL If the injected substance is also with or expressing red �uroscence,
cell membrane impermeable marker dye with other color is required. _Preparation of proteins and
peptides for microinjection_ Recombinant proteins or synthesis peptides are dissolved in PBS or
appropriate buffer at desired concentrations with 1x DTR immediately before injection. ▲ CRITICAL Avoid
prolonged storage. The toxicity of solvents should be examined in preliminary experiments \(see details
in Preliminary examination before microinjection experiments). _Preparation of cDNA constructs for
microinjection_ DNAs are dissolved in PBS at desired concentrations with 1x DTR immediately before
injection. ▲ CRITICAL Avoid prolonged storage.

Equipment
• Binocular inverted microscope with Hoffman module \(Nikon Eclipse TE2000-S; Japan) \! CAUTION An
inverted microscope is required to provide enough working distance between lens and objectives for
injection needles. • Fluorescent microscope, with appropriate �lters \(Olympus BH-2; Japan) •
Micromanupulators \(Eppendorf TransferMan NK2; Hamburg, Germany) • Microinjectors \(Eppendorf
FemtoJet and CellTram Air; Hamburg, Germany) • Injection chambers \(35 mm petri dishes; Corning) •
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Glass pipets \(thin-walled borosilicate glass capillaries with micro�lament; World Precision Instruments,
Cat. No. MTW100F-4) • Micropipet puller \(P-97; Sutter Instrument) • Microloader \(autoclavable,
Eppendorf, Cat No. 5242956.003) • Incubator **Equipment Setup** _Microscope and illumination_ We
currently use Eclipse TE2000-S Microscope from Nikon at 200x magni�cation for cytosolic injection and
400x for nuclear injection \(Fig. 1a). Also, we have used IMT-2 Research Microscope from Olympus
Optical Co. for cytosolic injection. The pseudo three-dimensional image provided by the Nomarski or
Hoffman optical systems produce reconstructed image during nuclear injection. The Nomarski system, is
designed for an optical path through glass only, hence, it is not suitable to obtain a correct image from a
plastic container or coverslip. Typically, the illumination from microscopes, such as halogen bulbs, is
enough for the cytosolic injection. A �ber optic light source may be necessary to visualize nucleus during
nuclear injection. ▲ CRITICAL Microscope should be placed on a solid and stable bench or table to
maximally avoid vibrations from ground and other instruments. _Micromanupulators_ Two
micromanipulators that allow �ne and smooth three-dimensional movements are required to position the
injection needle for both holding and injecting channels. The micromanipulator that reduces most of the
movements and vibrations from hand and arm is preferred. Eppendorf TransferMan NK2
micromanipulators are currently used for their easy and �ne control of not only horizontal, but also
vertical movements by joysticks to achieve stable and high resolution positioning. In addition, this
powered micromanipulator can be programmed to store several home positions, which makes reposition
much easier after changing injection needles \(Fig. 1b). The MIS-5000 Series Microinjection
Micromanipulator from Burleigh Instruments Inc. has also been used in the previous studies. Both
micromanipulators are mounted on the microscope with the control panels on the bench \(Fig. 1a). The
injection pipette holder is mounted on the micromanipulator. A petri dish �lled with appropriate culture
medium serving as an injection chamber \(see details in Injection chambers) is placed on the platform of
the microscope. The injection needle is placed on the top, at an angle of 30 to 45 degrees relative to the
bottom of injection chamber \(Fig. 1e). Two micromanipulators for holding and injecting are identical.
_Microinjectors_ For most of the microinjectors, injection is produced by air pressure with compressed
nitrogen, air or oil. The injecting microinjector Eppendorf FemtoJet precisely controls the injection
pressure, injection time and compensation pressure \(Fig. 1c). Since the tip of injection needle is very �ne,
capillary force pushes the liquid loaded into the needle up from the tip. Therefore a compensation
pressure is needed to overcome capillary force, otherwise, the liquid loaded in the glass pipet may never
reaches the tip and get injected and the liquid from the culture dish tends to �ow into the injection needle,
which dilutes the injection solution inside of the needle. ▲ CRITICAL To prevent this, the compensation
pressure is set to push the solution inside of the needle to the tip and ready to be injected \(see how to
determine the value of compensation pressure in Optimizing microinjection parameters). The injection
pressure, compensation pressure, together with injection time determine the volume of injection and
therefore, determine the applied dose into each cell \(see how to determine injection volume in
Preliminary examination before microinjection experiments). The holding is necessary when injecting
cells in suspension or moving objects, such as euplotes in our experiments. A negative pressure �xes a
cell at the tip of holding needle so that the injection needle can penetrate it easily. Eppendorf CellTram Air,
with manual control, produces negative pressure to hold cells and positive pressure to release the cells
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after the injection \(Fig. 1d). _Injection chambers_ A 35mm petri dish �lled with appropriate culture
medium is used as an injection chamber for injection \(Fig. 1e and 1f). Cells are routinely cultured on
glass or plastic coverslips, and then placed into the injection chamber during the injection. Since the
manipulation time of injection in open air is relatively short \(around 5 minutes to inject 100 cells on one
coverslip), cells can survive at room temperature and culture medium can retain proper pH. For injections
requiring longer manipulation, a heated platform and a CO2/O2 perfused chamber are recommended.
_Glass pipet_ In our experiments, the needles are pulled from the thin-walled MTW100F-4 borosilicate
glass capillaries with micro�lament \(1.0 mm outer diameter, 0.5 mm inner diameter). ▲ CRITICAL The
micro�lament ensures the injection solution to �ow easily to the needle tip. _Micropipet puller_ Injection
needles are pulled by the P-97 micropipetter puller from Sutter Instrument Co \(Fig. 2a). The glass
capillary is place in a heating chamber with the middle part surrounded by a platinum heating element \
(Fig. 2b). The puller electrically heats up the glass capillary with a heating element \(Fig. 2c). Then a
horizontal linear force pulls the heated glass apart to produce two tapered needles. A gas jet is
underneath the heating element. During the end stage of pulling, gas, usually nitrogen or compressed air,
is blown by the gas jet vertically to break the glass \(Fig. 2d). Therefore, pulling force, pulling speed, glass
temperature and gas blowing timing are the critical parameters for needle shape and tip diameter. ▲
CRITICAL Preliminary experiments are needed to establish these parameters which can vary with the type
and size of glass capillaries, air humidity, room temperature and the shape of the heating element inside
of the puller. Heating temperature typically ranges from 400 to 700 C depending on the shape of the
heating element, the distance between the heating element walls to the glass capillary and the glass type
of the capillary. In general, higher temperature results in greater plasticity, �ner-tipped needles with a
longer tapered area. However, very high temperatures result in long wisps of glass, which might be too
�exible for positioning. The pulling force and speed are also critical for needle tip shape. In general,
greater pulling force and speed result in �ner and sharper tips. A multiple-step pulling can be useful for a
�ne-tuned tip shape. During multiple-step pulling, the movement of capillary in each step is well-
controlled, hence, the tip gets �ner in each step. We currently use set the parameters as following:
Heat=600, Pull=100, Velocity=140, Time=150. _Injection and holding needles_ The needles used for
cytosolic microinjection in our study ideally are gradually tapered with the distance between the shaft and
the tip as 0.4 to 0.6 cm and the approximate tip diameter as 0.5 m. The tip diameter is around 0.2-0.5 m
for needles used in nuclear injection. For holding needles, the tip diameter is around 10-50 m depending
on the size of the suspended cells. Once pulled, needles are stored in a micropipette holder in a covered
box at room temperature in a dry and clean area. Commercially available ready-to-use pipettes such as
the Femtotips \(Eppendorf) are also available.

Procedure
_Optimizing microinjection parameters_ ●TIMING 3-5 min **1|** To set up compensation pressure, load
1 μl of 0.1% Fast Green into injection needle with a microloader. ▲ CRITICAL STEP Avoid any air bubble
inside of the glass capillary after loading. **2|** Place a 35 mm petri dish �lled with appropriate culture
medium on the platform of microscope. **3|** Fix the injection needle to the holder of micromanipulator
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and position the needle tip in the medium. **4|** Observe the discharge of visible Fast Green from the
needle tip. Adjust compensation pressure \(Pc) from the control panel of FemtoJet to a value which
ensures a continuous trace amount of discharge around of the needle tip. ▲ CRITICAL STEP If the
compensation pressure is too high, the constitutive discharge from the injection needle may cause high
background of marker dye DTR. If the compensation pressure is not enough, the injected substance may
never get pushed out of the needle tip. ? TROUBLESHOOTING **5|** To set up injection pressure, adjust
injection pressure \(Pi) from the control panel of FemtoJet to a value double the compensation pressure
Pc. For example, if Pc=50 hpa, then set Pi=100 hpa. **6|** Set up injection time \(Ti) from the control
panel of FemtoJet according to the values listed in Table 1. **7|** To determine injection volume of each
injection, continually press “injection” button until 1 μl of Fast Green completely �nished. The number of
injection is automatically counted by the microinjector. Calculate injection volume=1 μl/number of
injection. ▲ CRITICAL STEP Determination of injection volume of each injection under certain injection
parameters is crucial to de�ne amount of delivery in further experiments \(see injection volumes of the
common parameter settings in Table 1). _Preliminary examination before microinjection experiments_
●TIMING varies from 2 h to 20 d, 1-2 days before microinjection experiments TABLE 2 **8|** Carefully
take out a coverslip with cultured cells, place it into injection chamber. \! CAUTION Cell culture procedures
involving animal or human tissue are to be performed in accordance with relevant authorities’ guidelines
and regulations. **9|** Place the petri dish onto the platform of the microscope. Adjust focusing until the
structure of cytosolic and nuclear areas appear. **10|** Select an area containing morphologically
healthy and well-connected cells. It is preferable to inject cells in one area, which facilitates detection of
the injected cells. **11|** Position the needle on the top of the cell using the micromanipulator and
joystick. Use “coarse” movement option to position needle into the observation �eld, 30-45 degree to the
bottom of injection chamber, and then switch to “�ne” movement option to place the needle just on the
top of the cell surface, without piercing the cell membrane. Carefully lower the tip down by slowly moving
the vertical control of the joystick to let the tip penetrate into the cytosolic area of the cell. ▲ CRITICAL
STEP This step is a key for a successful injection and high cell survival rate after injection. Great patience
and effort are appreciated for beginners to achieve successful and consistent injection results. **12|**
The concentration of marker dye DTR needs to be optimized before experiments. Inject various doses of
DTR ranging from 10 to 1000 μg/ml into cells. Inject 100 cells in one coverslip. Fix cells with 4%
paraformaldehyde and 4% sucrose for 20 min at room temperature. Wash coverslips with PBS for 5 min.
Mount coverslips on a glass slide with Clarion mounting medium and observe under a �uroscence
microscope. **13|** Count the number of DTR positive cells that remain after injection. For example, in
human and rat primary neurons, injection of DTR at 100-300 μg/ml results in the maximal detection of
positive cells. A dose of 1000 µg/ml is to be toxic. Therefore, we use DTR at a �nal concentration of 100-
200 μg/ml for our experiments with primary cells. ▲ CRITICAL STEP Since the injected substance gets
diluted in dividing cells, we increase this concentration to 400 µg/ml in dividing cell lines. ?
TROUBLESHOOTING **14|** Cell viability after injection needs to be determined. Inject 100 cells per
coverslip with 200 μg/ml DTR. Fix cells after various time of injection ranging from 0 to 20 days with 4%
paraformaldehyde and 4% sucrose for 20 min at room temperature. Wash coverslips with PBS for 5 min.
Permeabilize cells with 0.1% Triton X-100 and 0.1% sodium citrate for 2 min on ice. Rinse coverslips twice
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by PBS. The label cell death using TUNEL kit as described by manufacturer. Mount coverslips and
observe under a �uroscence microscope. Calculate cell death=\(number of TUNEL positive cells/number
of DTR positive cells)*100%. ? TROUBLESHOOTING **15|** The cytotoxicity of protein/peptide/cDNA
active buffer needs to be examined. For example, we have studied the implication of active caspase-6 in
human primary neurons. Active caspases are dissolved in an active caspase buffer \(20 mM piperazine-
N,N’-bis-\(2-ethanesulfonic acid), 100 mM NaCl, 10 mM dithiothreitol, 1 mM EDTA, 0.1% 3-\[\(3-
cholamidopropyl)-dimethylammonio]-2-hydroxy-1-propanesulfonic acid, 10% sucrose, pH7.2) which
contains a number of chemicals that could be toxic to neurons 7. Therefore, the toxicity of the active
caspase buffer in the presence of the pre-determined optimal concentration of DTR in neurons is
examined. We compared cell death results of the active caspase buffer with PBS to ensure the buffer
itself does not induce signi�cant cell death. ▲ CRITICAL STEP The controls for buffers, solvents, vehicles
and vectors are necessary to achieve reliable results in microinjection experiments. _Microinjection_
According to the experiment subjects, microinjection can be performed in either attached cells \(A),
including primary cells and dividing cell lines, or suspended cells \(B), such as oocytes, eggs and
protozoan. \(A) Injecting attached cells ●TIMING 5 s per cell, 8-10 min per coverslip Primary cells are
cultured on poly-lysine coated glass or plastic coverslips to form appropriate morphology and networks.
Microinject 100 cells per coverslip as described in Step 8-11 with pre-determined injection parameters \
(Step 1-7). Apply drug treatments after the injection if desired. The injected cells can then be returned to
37 oC incubator for desired time to allow injected substance to function or express. After incubation, cells
can be �xed or collected for further analysis. Cell lines are injected similar to primary cells with higher
concentrations of DTR as well as substance of interest to avoid dilution during cell division. \! CAUTION
Prolonged incubation after injection is not recommended in cell lines due to the diluting effects. \(B)
Injecting suspended cells ●TIMING 10 s per cell Transfer cells into injection chamber in the appropriate
medium. Fix one holding needle to the holding channel of microinjector \(Fig. 3d). First position the
holding needle within optical �eld with “coarse” movement option and then switch to “�ne” movement
option. Slightly turn the handset of CellTram Air to manually apply a negative pressure to suck a single
cell at the tip of holding needle. With injection needle, inject substance of interest into the desired areas of
cells as described in 16A. Release cell by turn the CellTram Air handset reversely to produce a positive
pressure through the holding needle. ▲ CRITICAL STEP If the negative pressure is too high, the cell can be
sucked into the holding pipet. Hold only one cell for a single injection.

Timing
Optimizing microinjection parameters \(Step 1-7): 3-5 min Preliminary examination before microinjection
experiments \(Step 8-15): varies from 2 h to 20 d depending on experimental design, 1-2 days before
microinjection experiments Microinjection of attach

Troubleshooting
See Table 2 for Troubleshooting advice.
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Anticipated Results
In general, during the whole process of injection, the injected cells should appear morphologically health.
The cellular volume should not alter signi�cant after injection. For example, the injected primary human
neuron is with healthy appearance and undisturbed connection. If during or after injection, the cellular
volume of injected cell increases dramatically or cellular compartments lose integrity, the injected cell will
not be able to survive the injection. This may caused by high injection pressure, toxicity of injected
substance, or vulnerability of cells. When counting the number of injected cells, the immediate recognized
unhealthy cells are excluded, only the cells with healthy appearance are counted. When injecting
suspended cells, for example, euplotes, the position and direction of the injected cells can be slightly
adjusted by the holding needle. Holding more than one cell at one time is not recommended. The injected
cells, for example, primary human neurons, are identi�ed under �uorescence microscope after �xation at
excitation 570 nm and emission 585-615 nm. The nuclei can be stained by Hoechst \(33258, Sigma) to
recognized whole population of cells. When the cDNAs co-expressing EGFP are injected, for example,
EGFP-Hsp70, the green �uorescence protein can be detected after 24 or 48 h incubation. Although the
injected cells are labeled by DTR, immunostaining of injected proteins, peptides or construct expressing
products is strongly recommended. For example, at 48 h after injection of the construct expressing
human Bax, injected cells are positive for staining of anti-human total Bax antibody 2D2 \(R & D System),
where the uninjected cells \(Fig. 5g, arrow) are not expressing Bax.
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Figure 1

Microinjection equipment setting. (a) Setup of injection equipments. 1: Microscope; 2: Microinjector
CellTram Air for holding channel; 3: Microinjector FemtoJet for injection channel; 4: Micromanipulator
TransferMan NK2 (one for holding channel and one for injection channel); 5: Power supply for
microscope; 6: Needle holder (one for holding channel and one for injection channel); 7: Injection
controller. (b) Details of micromanipulator TransferMan NK2. (c) Details of automatic microinjector
FemtJet. Compensation pressure, injection pressure and injection time can be programmed. (d) Details of
manual microinjector CellTram Air. (e) Setup of injection chamber, holding needle and injection needle. (f)
Holding needle and injection needle are both inside the injection chamber.
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Figure 2

Micropipet puller setting. (a) Micropipet puller P-97, (b) Setup of heating chamber. 1: micrpipet holder; 2:
heating chamber with heating element inside. (c) A glass pipet is held by holders during heating. (d) After
pulling, two needles (arrow) are produced.
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